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BookExpo is upon us, and here is LJ’s annual 
Galley & Signing Guide to help you negotiate the 
ever-crowded, ever-enticing show fl oor. Organized chronologically,  
the guide offers descriptions of over 200 key titles from publishers 
large and small that will be given away at the show, plus signings by 
authors you’ll surely want to meet. Crucially, many publishers have 
timed giveaways, so check the schedule and keep a timepiece handy. 
A huge thanks to Sourcebooks, Booth 2039, for its long-standing 
support as sponsor of this guide.

1720–1721, 1722, 1730, 1731  W. W. Norton 

TIMED GIVEAWAYS, THURSDAY, 5/31: 11:00 a.m., Kevin McCarthy’s Wolves of Eden (1720 
–1721), the award-winning Irish author’s tale of two Irish immigrant brothers facing 
post–Civil War violence in the American West; 2:00 p.m., Diana Evans’s Ordinary People 
(1722), the Orange Prize winner’s new novel about two couples in crisis; and 3:30 p.m., 
Jennifer McCartney’s The Joy of Doing Just Enough: The Secret Art of Being Lazy and Getting 

Away with It (1731, fi nished books), inspiration of a sort following the author’s New York 
Times best-selling The Joy of Leaving Your Sh*t All Over the Place. 

TIMED GIVEAWAYS, FRIDAY, 6/1: 10:00 a.m., Neil deGrasse Tyson’s Accessory to War: The 

Unspoken Alliance Between Astrophysics and the Military (1720–1721), with the Hayden Planetarium director and 
everybody’s favorite astrophysicist showing how his fi eld has been used to serve warfare throughout history; 
11:00 a.m., Sarah McColl’s Joy Enough: A Memoir (1722), with the author braiding together thoughts on her failing 
marriage and her mother’s death; and 2:00 p.m., Ann Hood’s Kitchen Yarns: Notes on Life, Love, and Food (1720–
1721), from a New York Times best-selling novelist who claims Best American Food Writing awards. 
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MORE TIMED GIVEAWAYS, OVERLOOK (1730): Thursday, 5/31, 10:00 a.m., Penny Vincenzi’s A Question of Trust (150–200 
galleys), the 1950s London–set tale of a marriage disrupted by a childhood acquaintance of the husband, now 
a glamorous model; also 10:00 a.m., Kate Leaver’s The Friendship Cure: A Manifesto for Reconnecting in the Modern 

World (150 galleys), a journalist’s view of a relationship she believes we should nurture more; and 1:00 p.m., 
Jenny Linford’s The Missing Ingredient: The Curious Role of Time in Food and Flavor (150 galleys), how timing is 
everything in cooking, from the fi ve-minute egg to years-in-the-barrel port; and Alex Rubens’s 8-Bit Apocalypse: 

The Untold History of Atari’s Missile Command (150 galleys), the launch of a sonic-boom video game and its 
consequences. Friday, 6/1, 10:00 a.m., Sue Hubbard’s Rainsongs (100 galleys), with newly widowed Martha 
Cassidy seeking peace on Ireland’s west coast, also mourning a long-dead son but slowly getting involved with 
the locals and their confl icts. 

THAMES & HUDSON GIVEAWAY: Charles Darwent’s Josef Albers: Life and Work (100 galleys), a sweeping biography 
of the German-born American artist, craftsman, and educator whose Interaction of Color remains important to 
artists and art lovers today. 

IN-BOOTH SIGNINGS, THURSDAY, 5/31: 10:30 a.m., Andre Dubus III, Gone So Long (1720–1721), the New York Times 
best-selling/Oprah Pick author’s portrait of a woman deciding whether to meet her father, just released from 
prison for murdering her mother; 11:30 a.m., Jill Lepore, These Truths: A History of the United States (1720–1721, 
bound excerpts), the Harvard professor’s weighty one-volume history examining the contradictory beliefs 
defi ning America; and 3:00 p.m., David Small, Home After Dark (1722), following up the No. 1 New York Times 
best-selling and National Book Award fi nalist Stitches with another graphic novel, which recounts the bullying 
that 13-year-old Russell Pruitt endures when he moves to California to fi nd his father. 

1738, 1739  Simon & Schuster 

FICTION GIVEAWAYS: Diane Setterfi eld’s Once Upon a River, a thought-provoking follow-
up to the smashing The Thirteenth Tale; JR Ward’s Consumed, with Ward taking a detour 
from her top-spot Black Dagger Brotherhood to introduce arson investigator Anne 
Ashburn; Matias Faldbakken’s The Waiter, about a venerable European restaurant and its 
equally venerable waiter, Edgar, both thrown into disarray by a beautiful and unorthodox 
young guest; Kate Walbert’s His Favorites, about a teenage girl, in boarding school to avoid 
hometown scorn after causing a deadly accident, who falls dangerously for a teacher; 
and Signe Pike’s The Lost Queen, fi rst in a mists-of-time debut trilogy about Languoreth, 
a forgotten queen of sixth-century Scotland, whose twin brother inspired the legend of 

Merlin. With 300 galleys apiece. 

NONFICTION GIVEAWAYS: Nicole Booz’s The Kidult Handbook: From Blanket Forts to Capture the Flag, a Grownup’s Guide 

to Playing Like a Kid (200 galleys), how to indulge the child within; Soraya Chemaly’s Rage Becomes Her: The Power 

of Women’s Anger, affecting personal and social change in the #MeToo age; Reyna Grande’s A Dream Called Home, 
a second memoir showing how the author of the National Book Critics Circle Award fi nalist and national best-
selling The Distance Between Us became a writer; Lynn Vincent & Sara Vladic’s Indianapolis: The True Story of the Worst 

Sea Disaster in U.S. Naval History and the Fifty-Year Fight To Exonerate an Innocent Man, from a No. 1 New York Times 
best-selling author and a documentarian who’s made an award-winning fi lm on the tragedy; Sarah Smarsh’s 
Heartland: A Memoir of Working Hard and Being Broke in the Richest Country on Earth, an author from generations of 
wheat-farming families reporting on what it’s like to be among the working poor; Adam Cayton-Holland’s Tragedy 

Plus Time: A Tragi-Comic Memoir, a distinctive meditation on a cherished sister’s depression and suicide, from one of 
Variety’s “10 Comics To Watch”; and Tena Clark’s Southern Discomfort: A Memoir, memories of being a white girl in 
rural Mississippi during the civil rights era and the black nanny who gave her all the guidance she needed. With 
300 galleys apiece except where indicated.
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IN-BOOTH SIGNINGS, THURSDAY, 5/31: 9:30 a.m., Ruth Ware, The Death of Mrs. Westaway (fi nished books), whose 
heroine receives a misdirected letter about a big inheritance, then senses at the funeral that something is off; 
10:30 a.m., Susan Orlean, The Library Book (TK galleys), with the New Yorker staffer chronicling the fi re that so 
badly blistered the Los Angeles Public library in April 1986; 11:30 a.m., Stephen Markley, Ohio, about four former 
classmates returning in 2013 to small-town New Canaan, OH, now defi ned by recession, opioid addiction, the 
Middle East war, and more; 1:30 p.m., James Frey, Katerina, with an emotionally end-of-his-rope author recalling 
a youthful affair in Paris with raucous, raunchy, heart-stopping Katerina; and 2:30 p.m., Ellie Kemper, My Squirrel 

Days (excerpt booklets), burst-out-laughing memories from the star of The Offi ce and Unbreakable Kimmy 
Schmidt. With 300 galleys apiece except where indicated.

IN-BOOTH SIGNINGS, FRIDAY, 6/1: 10:30 a.m., Charlaine Harris, Easy Death (150 galleys), fi rst in a thriller set in an 
alternate world where the United States was divvied up among other nations after FDR’s assassination and 
people believe in magic but not one another; 11:30 a.m., Doris Kearns Goodwin, Leadership in Turbulent Times, with 
the Pulitzer Prize winner drawing on fi ve decades spent studying presidential history to articulate what makes 
a good leader; 12:30 p.m., Kate Morton, The Clockmaker’s Daughter, starring London archivist Elodie Winslow, 
who discovers that she’s eerily connected to a group of young artists who gathered at Oxfordshire’s Birchwood 
Manor in 1862; and 2:30 p.m., Colleen Hoover, All Your Perfects, with fl awlessly-in-love couple Quinn and Graham 
suddenly hitting little bumps in the road. With 300 galleys apiece except where indicated.

1938, 1939  Hachette

TOP FICTION GIVEAWAYS: Kate Atkinson’s Transcription, the multi-award-winning MBE’s 
account of a young woman whose work for MI5 during World War II comes back to 
haunt her; Chigoze Obioma’s An Orchestra of Minorities, from a Man Booker Prize fi nalist for 
The Fishermen (fabulous), the Nigeria-set story of a chicken farmer who prevents a young 
woman from jumping off a bridge, then tries to win her, with tragic results for himself; 
JM Holmes’s How Are You Going To Save Yourself, an arresting and much-anticipated debut 
collection of linked stories about what it’s like to be young, black, and male in America; 
Daniel Mason’s The Winter Soldier, about a young Austrian medical student who takes on the 
awful burden of running a fi eld hospital during World War I with the help of a lone nurse; 

and Whitney Scharer’s The Age of Light, a debut novel snapshotting the fraught relationship between Vogue model–
turned–photographer Lee Miller and artist Man Ray, with 1930s Paris and World War II as backdrop. 

TOP POP GIVEAWAYS: Joanne Proulx’s We All Love the Beautiful Girls, about a couple shattered when they are cheated 
out of their savings by their best friend even as tragedy befalls their teenage son; Jamie McGuire’s From Here 

to You, romance between a pregnant runaway bride determined to fi nd something better for her baby and 
a former marine determined to fi nd some peace; John Fried’s The Martin Chronicles, a coming-of-age tale set 
in 1980s Manhattan and starring 11-year-old Martin, who’s discovering girls and muggers at the same time; 
Natasha Lester’s The Paris Seamstress, with an award-winning Australian author stitching together past and 
present as Fabienne Bissette uncovers secrets about her grandmother, a celebrated fashion designer who fl ed 
Paris in 1940; Tade Thompson’s Rosewater, a John W. Campbell Award fi nalist and Nommo Award winner (given 
for African speculative fi ction), fi rst in a Nigerian-set trilogy about a community surrounding a mysterious 
alien biodome and the bloodshed that erupts; Elin Hilderbrand’s The Perfect Couple, with the chief of police in 
tourist-clogged Nantucket having to interview an entire wedding party when a bride-to-be is found dead; 
and John Snyder’s Jacob’s Bell: A Christmas Story, Christian fi ction about an alcohol-clouded, down-and-out 
businessman, guilty about how he destroyed his family, who fi nds redemption and his estranged children after 
becoming a Salvation Army bell ringer at Christmastime. 

BIG-NEWS NONFICTION GIVEAWAYS: Eric Dezenhall & Gus Russo’s Best of Enemies: The Last Great Spy Story of the Cold 

War, how CIA case offi cer Jack Platt and KGB agent Gennady Vasilenko improbably became friends; Dan Barry’s 
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This Land:  America, Lost and Found, selections from Barry’s New York Times “This Land” 
column, launched after Hurricane Katrina and profi ling everyday Americans in all 
walks of life; Thor Hanson’s Buzz: The Nature and Necessity of Bees, an award-winning 
conservation biologist’s encomium for those taken-for-granted busybodies; Eugenia 

Cheng’s The Art of Logic in an Illogical World, with a mathematician explaining how logic 
works, what its limits are, and how the alogical (e.g., emotion) remains crucial to our 
functioning in the world (loved her How To Bake Pi); and Eric Lerner’s Matters of Vital 

Interest: A Forty-Year Friendship with Leonard Cohen, reminiscences about the iconic 
singer, songwriter, novelist, and poet from the equally protean Lerner.

MORE KEY NONFICTION GIVEAWAYS: Vivien Schweitzer’s A Mad Love: An Introduction to Opera, 
with a former classical music and opera critic for the New York Times hitting the high 
notes from the Renaissance to today; Adam Zamoyski’s Napoleon: A Life, from a British historian who has written 
frequently about the Little Corporal; Frank Tallis’s The Incurable Romantic: And Other Tales of Madness and Desire, 
a clinical psychologist’s 
account of patients who are, 
literally, madly in love; Brian 

Murphy with Toula Vlahou’s 

Adrift: A True Story of Tragedy 

on the Icy Atlantic and the 

One Who Lived To Tell About 

It, about the sole survivor 
of an 1856 shipwreck on 
the Liverpool-to-New York 
route; Ingrid Fetell Lee’s 

Joyful, with designer Lee, 
founder of the blog The 
Aesthetics of Joy, wisely 
pointing out that joyous 
peace comes as much from 
looking out at our beautiful 
world as it does from 
mindfully looking inward; 
Ben Montgomery’s The Man 

Who Walked Backwards: An 

American Dreamer’s Search 

for Meaning in the Great 

Depression, the Pulitzer 
Prize fi nalist reporter’s 
account of Plennie Wingo, 
down and out during the 
Depression, who decided 
to lift his spirits by walking 
backward around the world; 
and Julianna Zobrist’s Pull It 

Off: Removing Your Fears and 

Putting on Confi dence, the 
American Christian pop 
singer’s take on pulling it 
off, that is, being brave and 
brilliant as we step out into 
the world.
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IN-BOOTH SIGNINGS, THURSDAY, 5/31: 10:00 a.m., Julian Castro, An Unlikely Journey, an American-dream-come-true 
story of Castro’s rise from poverty to become mayor of San Antonio and HUD secretary in President Barack 
Obama’s administration; 11:00 a.m., Nicholas Sparks, Every Breath, with Hope Anderson and Zimbabwe-born 
and -raised safari guide Tru Walls meeting sweet in the North Carolina coastal town where they’re confronting 
family issues; 1:00 p.m., Don Diamont, My Seven Sons and How We Raised Each Other: (They Only Drive Me Crazy 30% 

of the Time), views on parenting from the man who plays Dollar Bill Spencer on The Bold and the Beautiful, 
the most-watched daytime drama in the world; also 1:00 p.m., Stephanie Land, Maid: Hard Work, Low Pay, and a 

Mother’s Will To Survive, a buzzing memoir by single mother Land about scrubbing toilets and struggling to 
make it out of poverty in an inequitable America; 2:00 p.m., Min Jin Lee, Pachinko & Free Food for Millionaires, the 
National Book Award fi nalist’s fi rst two novels; also 2:00 p.m., Mika Brzezinski, Know Your Value: Women, Money, 

and Getting What You’re Worth, a revised and expanded edition of the Morning Joe cohost’s guide for women; 3:00 
p.m., Wednesday Martin, Untrue: Why Nearly Everything We Believe About Women, Lust, and Infi delity Is Wrong and How 

the New Science Can Set Us Free, rethinking female infi delity with the author of the No. 1 New York Times best-
selling Primates of Park Avenue; and also 3:00 p.m., Rena Rossner, The Sisters of the Winter Wood, a debut fantasy, set 
in a woods along the Moldova–Ukraine border, about two sisters and the mysterious men who invade their 
space. 

IN-BOOTH SIGNINGS, FRIDAY, 6/1: 10:00 a.m., David Baldacci, The Fallen, with Amos Decker and his FBI colleague 
Alex Jamison visiting a small town beset by opioid addiction and gruesome murder; 11:00 a.m., Sally Field, In 

Pieces, the two-time Academy Award winner’s story of her life and craft; 12:00 p.m., Sandra Brown, Seeing Red, 
with TV journalist Kerra Bailey desperate to secure an interview with a hero out of sight for years after helping 
survivors at a hotel bombing; and 3:00 p.m., Brad Meltzer, The Escape Artist, fi guring out what the U.S. Army’s 
artist-in-residence saw that she shouldn’t have. 

2007  Workman

WORKMAN GIVEAWAYS: Radha Agrawal’s Belong: Find Your People, Create Community, and Live a 

More Connected Life (150 galleys), social entrepreneur and community advocate Agrawal’s 
guide to community building (there will be a 20-city tour!), Kat Odell’s Unicorn Food: 

Beautiful, Vibrant, Plant-Based Recipes To Nurture Your Inner Magical Beast (100 galleys), 
brightly colored plant-based foods and drinks that look good enough to eat; and Ben 

Robinson’s Beer Hacks: 100 Tips, Tricks, and Projects (75 galleys), how to taste, store, serve, 
and save your brews, plus how to open a bottle without a bottle opener and fun projects 
with the empties. 

WORKMAN IN-BOOTH SIGNINGS, FRIDAY, 6/1: 9:30 a.m., James Mustich, 1,000 Books To Read Before You Die: A Life-

Changing List (150 galleys), from the Barnes & Noble VP for Digital Product, a founder of the book catalog 
A Common Reader, so he should know; and 10:30 a.m., Jordan Matter’s Born To Dance: Celebrating the Wonder of 

Childhood (125 galleys), amazing photos of children dancing out in the world, from the author of the New York 
Times best-selling Dancers Among Us.

ALGONQUIN IN-BOOTH SINGINGS, THURSDAY, 5/31: 2:00 p.m., B.A. Shapiro, The Collector’s Apprentice, with 19-year-
old Belgian Paulien Mertens remaking her identity in 1920s Paris to redeem herself after her former fi ancé’s 
betrayal of her family; 3:00 p.m., Tim Mohr, Burning Down the Haus: Punk Rock, Revolution, and the Fall of the Berlin 

Wall, how punk resistance contributed to the fall of the Wall; and 4:00 p.m., Julie Gaines (text) & Ben Lenovit 
(illus.), Minding the Store: A Big Story About a Small Business, a graphic memoir about the founding of the utterly 
distinctive housewares shop Fishs Eddy. 
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2039  Sourcebooks

TIMED GIVEAWAYS, THURSDAY, 5/31: 9:00 a.m., Stuart Turton’s The 7½ Deaths of Evelyn 

Hardcastle (200 galleys), a creepy, much-anticipated thriller whose eponymous character 
dies repeatedly as protagonist Aiden Bishop inhabits different bodies, desperately trying 
to identify the killer; also 9:00 a.m., Antonia Felix’s Elizabeth Warren: Her Fight. Her Work. Her 

Life. (100 galleys), from a biographer who’s covered Michelle Obama and Condoleezza 
Rice as well; and 11:00 a.m., Kristina McMorris’s Sold on a Monday (150 galleys), a historical 
fi ction debut set during the Depression about the consequences of reporter Ellis Reed’s 
photographing a sign that says “2 CHILDREN FOR SALE.” 

TIMED GIVEAWAYS, FRIDAY, 6/1: 9:00 a.m., Ashley Feinstein Gerstley’s The 30-Day Money Cleanse: Take Control of Your 

Finances, Manage Your Spending, and De-Stress Your Money for Good (100 galleys), with investment banker–turned–
certifi ed life coach addressing one of our biggest worries; and 2:30 p.m., Charles Belfoure’s The Fallen Architect 
(150 galleys), about an architect working incognito after having been jailed for a lethal balcony collapse whose 
discovery of corpses hidden in theaters throughout London suggests that he was framed. 

IN-BOOTH SIGNING, THURSDAY, 5/31: 2:30 p.m., Marie Benedict, The Only Woman in the Room (200 galleys), with the 
author of The Other Einstein and Carnegie’s Maid reimagining another remarkable woman, actress Hedy Lamarr. 

IN-BOOTH SIGNING, FRIDAY, 6/1: 9:00 a.m., Susanna Kearsley, Bellewether (200 galleys), about a contemporary 
historian reconstructing a Revolutionary War–era romance between a captured French Canadian lieutenant 
and the daughter of the Long Island family with whom he’s billeted. 

2121  Penguin Random House

FICTION GIVEAWAYS, THURSDAY, 5/31: Ottessa Moshfegh’s McGlue, a new edition of her 
sensational debut novella, winner of the Fence Modern Prize in Prose, featuring a 
drunken sailor in the 1850s who’s accused of murder; Christina Dalcher’s Vox, a debut 
about a creepy America where women are denied jobs and education and can speak 
only 100 words a day; Idra Novey’s Those Who Knew, a follow-up to her bold and well-
received Ways To Disappear, with a heroine in an unnamed country concerned that a 
powerful senator in her past is exploiting a younger woman—who then ends up dead; 
Claire Adam’s Golden Child, a debut set in beautiful but harsh Trinidad, where a father 
struggles to raise his sons; and Josie Silver’s One Day in December, about Jack and Laurie, 
who meet at a bus stop, separate, then spend years trying to reconnect.

NONFICTION GIVEAWAYS, THURSDAY, 5/31: Hampton Sides’s On Desperate Ground: The Marines at the Reservoir, the 

Korean War’s Greatest Battle, fi erce fi ghting between American and Chinese troops at Korea’s Chosin Reservoir 
in 1950; Beth Comstock with Tahl Raz’s Imagine It Forward: Courage, Creativity, and the Power of Change, the 
former GE vice chair’s account of how she pushed her company’s growth; Michael Beschloss’s Presidents of 

War, a multi-award-winning presidential historian’s take on the U.S. president as commander in chief; Michiko 

Kakutani’s The Death of Truth: Notes on Falsehood in the Age of Trump, the Pulitzer Prize–winning critic’s argument 
that fake news, relativism, and the assumption that all opinions are equally valid has demeaned the very concept 
of truth; Sam Anderson’s Boom Town: The Fantastical Saga of Oklahoma City, Its Chaotic Founding, Its Apocalyptic 

Weather, Its Purloined Basketball Team, and the Dream of Becoming a World-Class Metropolis, with a subtitle that 
says it all; and Nick Offerman & Megan Mullally’s The Greatest Love Story Ever Told: An Oral History, revealing how 
performers Offerman and Mullally fell truly, madly, and deeply in love and the creativity that resulted.
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FICTION GIVEAWAYS, FRIDAY, 6/1: Esi Edugyan’s Washington Black, following the Man Booker short-listed Half-Blood 
Blues, about fi eld slave Washington Black’s trek from Barbados to the Arctic with his master’s offbeat naturalist 
brother; Nico Walker’s Cherry, an autobiographical debut novel about a former army medic with PTSD who 
supports his heroin addiction and his wife by robbing banks (Walker is still in jail for bank robbery); Meghan 

MacLean Weir’s The Book of Essie, with Essie the youngest daughter of an evangelical preacher whose family has a 
hit reality TV show, only now she’s pregnant; Elliot Ackerman’s Waiting for Eden, the National Book Award fi nalist’s 
brief and affecting portrait of veteran Eden Malcom, speechless and immobilized until one Christmas day his 
consciousness glimmers forth; Lars Kepler’s The Hypnotist, thrilling readers again with this new translation of the 
opener of the internationally blockbusting Joona Linna series; Joseph Knox’s The Smiling Man, with troubled 
detective Aidan Waits back after the big-new debut Sirens, investigating a murder whose victim retained an 
uncanny smile; Delia Owens’s Where the Crawdads Sing, a debut featuring wild “Marsh Girl” Kya Clark, surviving 
on her own in the North Carolina wetlands, who’s suspected of murdering a handsome young townie; Natasha 

Solomons’s House of Gold, about a young Viennese woman who’s found happiness in England—until World War 
I breaks out; and Deborah Harkness’s Time’s Convert, wherein a young surgeon in Revolutionary America leaps at 
Matthew de Clermont’s offer to make him a vampire, though his liberty-and-brotherhood ideals sit uneasily with 
de Clermont’s traditionalism. 

NONFICTION GIVEAWAYS, FRIDAY, 6/1: Meghan O’Giebly’s Interior States: Essays, a debut collection from a much-
published rising star addressing faith and the oft-neglected culture of the Midwest; Scott Harrison’s Thirst: A 

Story of Redemption, Compassion, and a Mission To Bring Clean Water to the World, from the founder and CEO 
of “charity: water,” once a nightclub promoter, whose organization provides clean drinking water to the 
developing world; Shane Bauer’s American Prison: A Reporter’s Undercover Journey into the Business of Punishment, 
an investigative reporter’s account of working as a guard at a private Louisiana prison, resulting in a National 
Magazine Award–winning story that revealed how prison and profi t connect in our country.

GIVEAWAYS, THROUGHOUT: Jodi Picoult’s A Spark of Light, topical reading about a gunman who takes hostages at a 
women’s reproductive health services clinic; Emily Giffi n’s All We Ever Wanted, about upper-crust Nashville mother 
Nina Browning, whose son posts incriminating photographs of an outsider girl at his elite school, compelling 
Nina to sympathize with the victim; Naomi Novik’s Spinning Silver, the award-winning fantasy author’s reimagining 
of Rumpelstiltskin; Gary Shteyngart’s Lake Success, about a self-absorbed hedge fund manager who runs away to be 
with his high school sweetheart when trouble strikes, leaving behind his wife and autistic son; Yuval Noah Harari’s 

21 Lessons for the 21st Century, with the author of Homo Deus considering how fake news, technology, and more 
defi ne the world today; Beck Dorey-Stein’s From the Corner of the Oval, a juicy and insightful debut memoir about 
landing a job as one of President Barack Obama’s stenographers and managing the messiness of both personal and 
professional relationships; Mona Hanna-Attisha’s What the Eyes Don’t See, by the pediatrician who set out to prove 
that the Flint water supply was poisoning the city’s residents, especially its children, and led the charge to bring 
this news to the world; and Karen Thompson Walker’s The Dreamers, whimsical-smart doings about a California 
college where students inexplicably fall asleep and cannot awaken, following The Age of Miracles. 

2339 HarperCollins

TIMED GIVEAWAYS, THURSDAY, 5/31: 9:30 a.m., Lou Berney’s November Road, from the Edgar 
Award winner, with a street lieutenant to a New Orleans mob boss having to go on the 
run after JFK’s assassination; Kate Harris’s Lands of Lost Borders, recalling the time (between 
studies at Oxford and MIT) that Harris hopped on a bike and lassoed a childhood friend 
into traveling down a portion of the Silk Road; Jane Leavy’s The Big Fella: Babe Ruth and the 

World He Created, the former sportscaster’s take on the making of a legend and the very idea 
of legend making in 20th-century America; and Mitch Albom’s The Next Person You Meet in 

Heaven, what happened to the little girl Eddie saved in The Five People You Meet in Heaven; 
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12:30 p.m., Patrick deWitt’s French Exit, genial chaos as a widow and her laze-about son escape social opprobrium 
on the Upper East Side for Paris; Ben Fountain’s Beautiful Country, Burn Again, the National Book Critics Circle 
Award winner’s argument that America is on the verge of remaking itself—again; and James McLaughlin’s Bearskin, 
with bear poaching upending a biologist hiding out from a drug cartel as caretaker at a forest preserve; 2:30 p.m., 
Karin Slaughter’s Pieces of Her, about a teenager discovering that her mother has terrible secrets after violence 
explodes at the mall; Gilly Macmillan’s I Know You Know, with fi lmmaker Cody Swift returning home to Bristol 
to reexamine the childhood murders of his best friends; Sergiy Dyachenko & Maryna Shyrshova-Dyachenko’s Vita 

Nostra, internationally best-selling dark fantasy, with teenager Sasha controlled by an evil mentor; and Sarah 

Perry’s Melmoth, featuring an Englishwoman in Prague drawn to the story of Melmoth the Witness, a little-known 
folkloric fi gure who wanders through time; and 4:00 p.m., Earl Swift’s Chesapeake Requiem: A Year with the Watermen 

of Vanishing Tangier Island, a report on a scrap of land in Chesapeake Bay, the world’s soft-shell-crab capital, that’s 
sinking under the waves owing to climate change; Bobby Bones’s Fail Until You Don’t: Fight Grind Repeat, turning 
life’s goofs into winning moments with the celebrated radio show host; Imogen Hermes Gowar’s The Mermaid and 

Mrs Hancock, a 1780s London–set story about a merchant who gains fame after acquiring a vicious-looking little 
mermaid (alas, dead) and meets a glamorous courtesan; and Chris Gethard’s Lose Well, with popular comedian 
Gethard rethinking our defi nition of success. 

TIMED GIVEAWAYS, FRIDAY, 6/1: 10:00 a.m., Barbara Kingsolver’s Unsheltered, the beloved Pulitzer Prize fi nalist’s story 
of middle-aged, frustrated, fi nancially strapped Willa Knox, who researches her family home and discovers an 
idealistic former owner whose story echoes her own; Jeanne McCulloch’s All Happy Families: A Memoir, from the 

former managing editor of the Paris Review, how her father’s fatal stroke directly before 
her wedding ultimately upended her marriage, even as the nuptials went forward; Alec 

Nevala-Lee’s Astounding: John W. Campbell, Isaac Asimov, Robert A. Heinlein, L. Ron Hubbard, and 

the Golden Age of Science Fiction, how four friends and rivals made sf what it is today; and 
Kathy Wang’s Family Trust, a big debut about family members anticipating what the death 
of reputed multimillionaire patriarch Stanley Huang might mean for them; 12:00 p.m., 
Marjorie Herrera Lewis’s When the Men Were Gone, how assistant principal Tylene Wilson steps 
into the role of Texas high school football coach when the men go off to World War II; 
Michael Marshall Smith’s Hannah Green and Her Unfeasibly Mundane Existence, from the Philip 
K. Dick Award winner, about a girl who thinks she’s ordinary until she learns about a world 
in the shadows where there’s a machine for converting evil deeds into energy and her 
grandfather is buddies with the Devil; Nadya Tolokonnikova’s Read & Riot, with Pussy Riot 
activist Tolokonnikova clarifying her beliefs and encouraging our own; and Heather Morris’s 

The Tattooist of Auschwitz, fi ctionalizing the life of Holocaust survivor Ludwig (Lale) Sokolov, a Slovakian Jew who 
was forced to tattoo his fellow prisoners at Auschwitz-Birkenau; and 2:00 p.m., Mike Reiss with Mathew Klickstein’s 

Springfi eld Confi dential: Jokes, Secrets, and Outright Lies from a Lifetime Writing for The Simpsons (fi nished books), your 
chance to laugh along while celebrating the 30th anniversary of the wildly irreverent show.

HARLEQUIN GIVEAWAYS, THURSDAY, 5/31: 4:00 p.m., Mary Kubica’s When the Lights Go Out, with Jessica navigating life 
after her mother’s death even as Eden’s unmet wish to have a child brings about some dangerous behavior; 
Stephen Giles’s The Boy at the Keyhole, the author’s adult debut, featuring a nine-year-old boy whose mother 
leaves on business—or was she murdered by the housekeeper?; Annie Ward’s Beautiful Bad, a twisty-turny debut 
about a British soldier, his travel writer wife, and how their lovely life in America starts cracking after the wife 
has an accident; Helen Cullen’s The Lost Letters of William Woolf, with a man working at the Dead Letters Depot 
intrigued by missives addressed only to “My Great Love”; and Hester Fox’s The Witch of Willow Hall, featuring a 
wealthy family forced by scandal to fl ee Boston for their country estate, with daughter Lydia sensing a sinister 
presence while falling for her father’s mysterious business partner. With 48 galleys apiece. 

HARLEQUIN IN-BOOTH SIGNING, THURSDAY, 5/31: 10:45 a.m., Robyn Carr, What We Find (postcard insert, fi nished book), 
fi rst in the fan-fun “Sullivan’s Crossing” series; also at 10:45 a.m., Sarah Morgan, The Christmas Sisters, featuring 
Suzanne McBride, who’s been hoping that her at-odds adopted daughters will pull together for a Scottish 
Highlands Christmas—and then she gets the fl u; 12:15 p.m., Wil Medearis, Restoration Heights, about a young 
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artist and a missing woman, with the Brooklyn art scene as backdrop and Manhattan money as the fuel; also 
12:15 p.m., Helen Cullen, The Lost Letters of William Woolf; 1:30 p.m., Hester Fox, The Witch of Willow Hall; 2:45 P.M., Lisa 

Unger, Under My Skin, with grief-stricken Poppy trying to fi gure out who murdered her husband when he was 
out running and what happened to her when she disappeared afterward; also at 2:45 P.M., Annie Ward’s Beautiful 

Bad. With 96 galleys apiece; see above for descriptions. 

HARLEQUIN IN-BOOTH SIGNING, FRIDAY, 6/1: 10:45 a.m., Lisa Unger, Under My Skin, and Annie Ward, Beautiful Bad; 12:15 
p.m., Wil Medearis, Restoration Heights, and Helen Cullen, The Lost Letters of William Woolf; 3:00 p.m., Heather Graham, 
Fade to Black, the next “Krew of Hunters” thriller, and Hester Fox, The Witch of Willow Hall; and 4:00 p.m., Sarah 

Morgan, The Christmas Sisters. With 96 galleys apiece; see above for descriptions. 

2433  Soho

GIVEAWAYS: Stephen Mack Jones’s The Fifth Sun (150 galleys), with Det. August Snow 
dealing with a young Latina murder victim dressed as Queen Marie Antoinette; Martin 

Limón’s The Line (100 galleys), with 8th Army CID Agents George Sueño and Ernie 
Bascom investigating when a corpse is found just beyond the North-South dividing 
line in the Korean Demilitarized Zone; Helene Tursten’s Hunting Game (100 galleys), fi rst 
in a new series, as tough, restless DI Embla Nyström encounters trouble on an annual 
moose hunt with her family and friends; and Diane Williams’s The Collected Stories of Diane 

Williams (100 galleys), over 300 new and previously published genre-redefi ning pieces 
from the founder and editor of the distinguished literary annual NOON.

IN-BOOTH SIGNINGS, THURSDAY, 5/31: 11:00 a.m., Ed Lin, 99 Ways To Die (100 galleys), the third entry in the “Taipei 
Night Market” series, with Jing-nan confronting kidnappers demanding not money but a high-tech memory 
chip; and 2:00 p.m., Roy Scranton, We’re Doomed, Now What? Essays on War and Climate Change (100 galleys), biting 
observations from the author of the distinctively different novel War Porn.

IN-BOOTH SIGNINGS, FRIDAY, 6/1: 2:00 p.m., Gina Apostol, Insurrecto (100 galleys), layered storytelling, with American 
fi lmmaker Chiara in the present-day Philippines planning a fi lm about a massacre during the Philippine-
American war and her Filipino translator, Magsalin, who’s writing an alternate script; and 3:00 p.m., Dale Peck, 
Night Soil (100 galleys), about art-world darling Dixie Stammers and her morbidly shy son, obsessed with a boy 
at his preppie school but distracting himself with anonymous sexual encounters. 

2442  Graywolf

GIVEAWAYS: Deborah Baker’s The Last Englishmen: Love, War, and the End of Empire (75 
galleys), from a Pulitzer Prize fi nalist, the last gasp of British colonialism, as John Auden 
(W.H. Auden’s older brother) and Michael Spender (Stephen Spender’s older brother) 
compete for the love of a woman and the right to join an expedition to Mount Everest’s 
summit; and Catherine Barnett’s Human Hours (50 galleys), meditative poems on change 
and loss following The Game of Boxes, winner of the James Laughlin Award. 

IN-BOOTH SIGNINGS: Thursday, 5/31, 1:00 p.m., Wayétu Moore, She Would Be King (100 
galleys), a magic realism–touched reimagining of Liberia’s founding that’s a BookExpo 

buzz book; and Friday, 6/1, 11:00 a.m., Alyson Hagy, Scribe (100 galleys), whose heroine survives a civil war–
decimated country by exchanging her letter-writing skills for scarce goods but fi nds that one letter request 
brings up the awful past. 
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2444, 2445  Macmillan

GIVEAWAYS, THURSDAY MORNING, 5/31: 9:30 a.m., Olen Steinhauer’s Middleman, the two-time 
Edgar Award fi nalist’s stand-alone about a domestic left-wing terrorist group; also 9:30 
a.m., Lisa Scottoline’s Feared, next in the mega-best-selling “Rosato & DiNunzio” thriller 
series, with Mary DiNunzio squaring off with her archenemy, lawyer Nick Machiavelli; 
10:00 a.m., Sandie Jones’s The Other Woman (galleys & advanced listening copies), debut 
domestic suspense about lovers Emily and Adam and the woman who won’t let Adam 
go—his mother; 10:15 a.m., T.M. Logan’s Lies, whose protagonist is suspected of murdering 
a man with whom he quarreled, never mind the absence of a body; 11:00 a.m., Alex 

Michaelides’s The Silent Patient, a debut thriller about high-profi le painter Alicia Berenson, 
who inexplicably shoots her fashion photographer husband in the face and then goes mute; also 11:00 a.m., 
James Swallow’s Nomad (100 galleys), with MI6 agent Marc Dane having to abandon his computer and enter 
the down-and-dirty world when his entire team is wiped out by a traitor in their midst; 11:30 p.m., Paul French’s 
City of Devils: The Two Men Who Ruled the Underworld of Old Shanghai, making big money off the music halls, bars, 
theaters, slot machines, and all-’round vice that ruled 1930s Shanghai.

GIVEAWAYS, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, 5/31: 12:00 p.m., Sarah Bird’s Daughter of a Daughter of a Queen, reimagining the 
life of a former slave who disguised herself as a man to serve with the Buffalo Soldiers, the U.S. Army’s African 
American unit; also 12:00 p.m., Michael Donkor’s Housegirl, a debut about two Ghanaian “housegirls” and the 
daughter of wealthy immigrants; 12:30 p.m., Roberto Savanio’s The Piranhas, fi ction about the new gangs ruling 
the streets of Naples, kids who love their PlayStations and strut the streets with pistols and AK-47s; 1:30 p.m., 
Anne Youngson’s Meet Me at the Museum, an epistolary debut novel featuring farmer’s wife Tina and museum 
curator Anders, whose correspondence turns into friendship and maybe more; also 1:30 p.m., Rebecca Serle’s The 

Dinner List, whose heroine fi nds that guests at her 30th birthday party include her best friend, a favorite college 
professor, her father, her ex-fi ancé, and Audrey Hepburn; 2:30 p.m., Therese Anne Fowler’s A Well-Behaved Woman 
(galleys & advanced listening copies), a Gilded Age story about what happens when well-bred but utterly broke 
Alva Smith marries into the nouveau riche Vanderbilt family; 2:45 p.m., Diane Chamberlain’s Dream Daughter, 
about a mother in the 1970s who risks everything to save her unborn baby girl, diagnosed with a heart 
defect; 3:30 p.m., Maureen Cavanagh’s If You Love Me: A Mother’s Journey Through Her Daughter’s Opioid Addiction 

(50 galleys), a mother’s battle to save her daughter from substance abuse (kidnapping included); and 3:45 p.m., 
Stephen L. Carter’s Invisible: The Forgotten Story of the Black Woman Lawyer Who Took Down America’s Most Powerful 

Mobster (75 galleys), the author’s account of his grandmother, among America’s most famous African American 
women midcentury for her work on a legal team charged with bringing down organized crime in New York 
City. With 100 galleys apiece except where indicated. 

GIVEAWAYS, FRIDAY, 6/1: 1:30 p.m., Drew Williams’s The Stars Now Unclaimed (100 galleys), featuring Jane Kamali, 
pursued by fanatics while trying to recruit gifted children to waylay the Pulse, which hopes to send whole 
worlds back to the dark ages; and 3:30 p.m., Martha Wells’s Exit Strategy (25 galleys), the fourth and fi nal entry in 
the “Murderbot Diaries,” about an AI programmed not to care returning home to its one human friend, having 
documented its own sins and that of the GrayCris Corporation. 

IN-BOOTH SIGNINGS, THURSDAY, 5/31: Tickets handed out on a fi rst-come, fi rst-served basis starting at 9:00 a.m. 
Starting at 10:30 a.m., Ian Smith, The Ancient Nine, with newbie Spencer Collins tapped for one of Harvard’s elite 
fi nal clubs, where he’s drawn into a century-old mystery; 11:30 a.m., Patricia Marx & Roz Chast, Why Don’t You 

Write My Euology Now So I Can Correct It?: A Mother’s Suggestions (prints), with New Yorker writer Marx collecting 
her mother’s sparkling witticisms and Chast contributing her genius as illustrator; 1:00 p.m., V.E. Schwab,  Vicious 

(paperback), a repackaging of the New York Times best-selling author’s tale of a college thesis on superpowers going 
badly wrong; 2:00 p.m., Kim Brooks,  Small Animals: Parenthood in the Age of Fear, a blend of memoir, reportage, and 
social critique about parenting today that started when Brooks left her four-year-old son in the car for a quick 
dash into a store; and 3:00 p.m., John Jay Osborn, Listen to the Marriage, from Paper Chase author Osborn, profi ling 
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the counseling sessions of a recently separated high-stress married couple. With 100 galleys apiece.

IN-BOOTH SIGNINGS, FRIDAY, 6/1: Tickets handed out on a fi rst-come, fi rst-served basis starting at 9:00 a.m. Starting 
at 9:30 a.m., M.C. Beaton, The Witches’ Tree (100 fi nished books), intrepid Agatha Raisin investigates when an 
elderly spinster is found hanging from a bent and twisted tree; 1:15 p.m., Hank Phillippi Ryan, Trust Me (75 galleys), 
with two women—an accused killer and a journalist—forming an unlikely alliance; also 1:15 p.m. Peter Blauner, 
Sunrise Highway (75 galleys), with NYPD detective Lourdes Robles on her second outing, investigating the 
murders of numerous women along Long Island’s Sunrise Highway; and also 1:15 p.m. Zoje Stage, Baby Teeth 
(galleys & advanced listening copies), featuring a mother coping with a murderous young daughter (see Stage 
on the cover of LJ 4/15/18 for “Genre Spotlight: Mystery”); and 2:30 p.m., Michael Eric Dyson, What Truth Sounds 

Like: Robert F. Kennedy, James Baldwin, and Our Unfi nished Conversation About Race in America (100 fi nished books), 
articulating today’s racial politics by returning to a 1963 meeting between Attorney General Robert Kennedy 
and a group including James Baldwin, activist Jerome Smith, and more. 

2631–3025 Ingram Content Group 

“BE WORLDLY. READ LIT IN TRANSLATION.” (2631) A special showcase of literature-in-
translation titles from Ingram Content Group publishers. Don’t miss; remember, new-
to-Ingram publisher Europa gave us Elena Ferrante.

INGRAM PUBLISHING SERVICE 

DUNDURN GIVEAWAYS (2733): J.E. Barnard’s When the Flood Falls: The Falls Mysteries, with 
former Royal Canadian Mounted Police corporal Lacey McCrae helping an old friend 
anxious about a stalker (2016 Unhanged Arthur Award for Best Unpublished First 
Crime Novel); Dave Butler’s No Place for Wolverines: A Jenny Willson Mystery, as Park 
warden Jenny Willson gets drawn into political intrigue and investigates the murder of a wolverine researcher; 
Nick Wilkshire’s Remember Tokyo: A Foreign Affairs Mystery, with consular offi cer and amateur sleuth Charlie 
Hillier newly posted to Tokyo and wondering if he can trust observations about a suspicious death from a 
young banker fresh from a coma; Barbara Fradkin’s Prisoners of Hope: An Amanda Doucette Mystery, featuring the 
Georgian Bay detective, who helps a Filipino nanny accused of murdering her employer; and Sean Mallen’s 

Falling for London: A Cautionary Fairy Tale, how an award-winning broadcast journalist lands his dream job as a 
foreign correspondent in London, to his family’s dismay. 

TURNER PUBLISHING GIVEAWAYS (2829): Terry Brooks’s The Holy Ghost Speakeasy and Revival, the story of Jedidiah 
Robbins, who travels through 1920s Appalachia delivering the word of God and bootleg liquor, from a winner 
of the Willie Morris Award for Southern Fiction. 

CONSORTIUM

CITY LIGHTS GIVEAWAYS (2821): Gabriela Alemán’s Poso Wells, the Ecuadorean writer’s fi rst book translated into 
English, with idealistic journalist Gustavo Varas investigating the death-by-electrocution of a presidential 
candidate and his entourage in grim and grimy Poso Wells, where women keep disappearing; and Alan Hirsch’s 
Impeaching the President: Past, Present, and Future, investigating the impeachment proceedings against presidents 
Andrew Johnson, Richard Nixon, and Bill Clinton and the implications for Donald Trump, by the chair of the 
Justice and Law Studies program at Williams College. 

HAYMARKET GIVEAWAY (2821): Naomi Klein’s The Battle for Paradise: Puerto Rico Takes on the Disaster Capitalists, the 
award-winning journalist and best-selling author’s account of the confl ict between everyday Puerto Ricans and 
disaster capitalists about rebuilding Puerto Rico post–Hurricane Maria, with proceeds going to JunteGente, a 
group of Puerto Rican organizations.

l i h
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PUBLISHERS GROUP WEST

CANONGATE GIVEAWAY (2952C): Ambrose Parry’s The Way of All Flesh, a collaboration between multi-award-winning 
author Chris Brookmyre and consultant anesthetist Marisa Haetzman, a husband-and-wife writing team 
making our fl esh crawl with a narrative about the murder of young women in 1847 Edinburgh.

COUNTERPOINT GIVEAWAYS (2924): Abby Geni’s The Wildlands, the story of three sisters orphaned when a devastating 
hurricane hit their town, then deserted by their brother, who reappears to assert himself after another town 
tragedy; W. Scott Poole’s Wasteland: The Great War and the Origins of Modern Horror, how the awful destruction of 
World War I initiated dark trends in literature (e.g., The Wasteland) and the new medium of fi lm (i.e., those horror 
fi lms some of us can’t watch); Catherine Chidgey’s The Wish Child, about two children and a shadowy narrator in 
fl attened World War II Berlin (winner of the New Zealand Book Awards Acorn Foundation Fiction Prize); and 
Lucie Greene’s Silicon States: The Power and Politics of Big Tech and What It Means for Our Future, a think tanker’s look 
at how Google, Apple, Amazon, Facebook, and other Silicon Valley powers-that-be are changing society.

EUROPA GIVEAWAY (2930): Christelle Dabos’s A Winter’s Promise (The Mirror Visitor Quartet, Vol. 1), YA crossover 
wherein gifted Ophelia, who can read the past of objects and travel through mirrors, must marry an important 
member of a distant clan in a distant, forbidding city and fi nds herself tossed about in a political game. A French 
best seller passionately recommended for adults. 

RARE BIRD GIVEAWAYS (2933): John Melendez’s Easier Said Than Done, a memoir by “Stuttering John” of The Howard Stern 
Radio Show, ranging from bullying at school to working with Stern and Jay Leno; Peter Leonard’s Raylan Goes to Detroit, 
thrillerish fun with Deputy U.S. Marshal Raylan Givens told he can retire from the Harlan County, KY, fugitive task 
force or pack his bags for Detroit; and Peter Benjaminson’s The Story of Motown, a rerelease of the fi rst book giving 
signifi cant coverage to the legendary Motown Record Company, with a new foreword by Greil Marcus.

TWO RIVERS (PREVIOUSLY PERSEUS DISTRIBUTION)

ABBEVILLE GIVEAWAY (3025): Stefan Bollmann’s Women Who Write Are Dangerous, a sequel to the best-selling Women 
Who Read Are Dangerous, with portraits of risk takers from Mary Wollstonecraft to Toni Morrison. 

2921  Grove Atlantic 

GIVEAWAYS: Leif Enger’s Virgil Wander, emerging from a crash crash into Lake Superior 
with speech and memory impaired; Lisa Brennan-Jobs’s Small Fry, what it’s like to be 
the child of artist Chrisann Brennan and Apple-of-the-world’s-eye Steve Jobs; Walter 

Mosley’s John Woman, a long-in-the-works novel of ideas about young Cornelius 
Jones, son of an Italian American mother and black father, who remakes himself as 
Professor John Woman to spread his father’s unorthodox teachings; Samantha Harvey’s 

The Western Wind, the Betty Trask Prize winner and ultra-nominated British author’s 
new novel, set in 1491, when the richest man in the village of Oakham disappears into 
the river, whether by his hand, by another’s, or by accident; Henry Porter’s Firefl y, from a 
winner of a CWA Ian Fleming Steel Dagger, a thriller about a 13-year-old refugee with secrets who’s traveling 
from Greece to Germany and wanted by both the terrorists and MI6; Thomas Perry’s The Burglar, about a young 
woman who steals only the best; P.J. O’Rourke’s None of My Business, sharp topical humor about Wall Street; and 
Perumal Murugan’s One Part Woman, the U.S. debut of a major Tamil writer who’s been profi led in the New York 
Times, about a couple during the British colonial rule of India who cannot conceive. 

IN-BOOTH SIGNING, THURSDAY, 5/31:  3:30 p.m., Eileen Myles, Evolution, the fi rst new poetry collection since 2011 
from the preeminent Myles, original in language and cuttingly up-to-date in observation.  


